Fall 2015 Graduation List
Department of Construction Management and Engineering

Bachelor of Science in Construction Engineering
Jordan Herman Bartsch
Brent William Finley
Megan Lynn Larson
Seth Eugene Morken
Bryan Joseph Silvers

Bachelor of Science in Construction Management
Alexander Perry Astin
Mason Michael Beier
Edward Thomas Bolton
Cole Joseph Carrier
Brendan Patrick Cullen
Jordan Kyle Gleason
Trent Arnold Hagen
Shane Allen Hillen
Adam Gregory Huston
Cody James Idso
Matthew William Katzenmaier
Tyler Curtis Kellen
Andrew Jeffrey Kinsel
Justin Duane Ostgard
William Michael Rader
John Patrick Reiter
Adra Abdulrahman Salim
Taylor August Werner
Wanting Zhang

Master of Construction Management
David Noland Young
Om Prakash Nekkanti
Katie Zoe Loughmiller
Hilary Roland Bryant, Jr.
Brandon Lee Bonderson

Graduate Certificate
Donavan S. Rogness
Adedeji Olukoya Osinubi
Brent Anders Lundstrom
Moh'd Jawad Albakri